contagious, I have found it to be indicative of tiredness or
boredom so I asked which it was. I was overwhelmed with
the response. Of the 7 board members, 6 of them said they
felt sleep deprived most of the time.
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Since that meeting I have been asking quite a few people
(mostly at work) such questions as: Are you getting enough
sleep? Do you feel refreshed after sleeping? How often are
you sleepy during the day? Most folks I spoke with indicated
some sleep deficit or problem. A couple dozen anecdotal
responses do not comprise a scientific study so I did some
research and was flabbergasted by what I found. Let me
just list some findings from a few various studies I found:
· Almost all adults don't get enough sleep and most struggle
to get up in the morning. "If we got enough sleep at night
we wouldn't need an alarm clock to wake us." (Mayo Clinic)
· Lack of sleep leads to health problems; fatigue, obesity,
high blood pressure, heart disease, shortened lifespan,
suppressed immune systems and depression. (Mayo Clinic)
· 43% of respondents reported that daytime sleepiness
interfered with their normal daytime activities, including
work. (National Science Foundation)
· Parents of young children lose an extra hour of sleep each
night. (NSF) (This reminds me of the saying that those who
sleep like a baby have never lived with one! - P)
· 30-40% of heavy truck accidents are due to driver fatigue.
(US DOT)
· Sleep deprivation costs $150 billion each year in higher
stress and reduced worker productivity. (National
Commission on Sleep Disorders)
There are tons more studies like those I mention above but
I think, taken into consideration together, they indicate that
today's epidemic of sleep problems represent a serious risk
to public health, safety, and productivity. Since sleep (or a
lack of it) affects every area of one's life I felt it apropos for
us to take a little time and uncover some practical solutions
that you can try regardless if you are among the perpetually
tired or only occasionally experience a problem sleeping.

Paths Forward
· Keep A Sleep Log. Most adults need about 8 hours of
sleep a night. Children and adolescents need at least 9 hours
and a few recent studies have indicated that this may be a
low estimate. In the morning note when you went to bed,
how long it took you to fall asleep, how many times you
awoke during the night, what woke you and what time you

got up. See if you can determine what conditions are
present on those occasions when you get the best and worst
night's sleep. Try to remove the negative variables and
increase the positive variables. If your mind is turning an
event of the past day over and over in your head as you're
trying to fall asleep, log those thoughts down and add one
or two things you can do tomorrow to address those issues.
Then, try again to fall asleep.
·Avoid Stimulants. Don't use caffeine (and drugs containing
caffeine), nicotine, alcohol or exercise four to six hours
before bedtime. Alcohol can make you drowsy but it tends to
disrupt sleep after several hours. Research suggests that
exercising early in the day may improve your sleep.
·Your Sleep Environment. Isolate your bedroom for
sleeping. No laptop, no PDA, no cell phone, no work, no TV.
If you must read make it something relaxing, spiritual or
religious. No all- consuming page-turners that will keep you
up all night or stimulating mysteries. Keep it as dark as you
can because even a little light can disrupt the production of
your naturally produced sleep aids (serotonin and
melatonin). The same goes for the light in your bathroom if
you visit it during the night. Turn the clock away from your
line of sight so you won't obsess on the passage of time.
Keep the temperature a bit cool, certainly no hotter that 70
degrees Fahrenheit. (You can always wear socks to bed if
you need to. Our feet don't have the best circulation and will
feel cold when other parts of the body don't.)
· Snacking. There seems to be conflicting research here so
you'll have to experiment to see what works best for you.
Some say a ritual, like a glass of milk and a cookie, can
prepare you mentally to relax and fall asleep. Other studies
say to avoid snacks especially sugars and grains as they
raise blood sugar and inhibit sleep. Later, when the blood
sugar drops back down you may wake up. One study
suggested that eating a small piece of fruit will help those
naturally occurring sleep aids to work better. Avoid anything
that causes you gastrointestinal upset of any kind and don't
drink excess fluids to minimize the necessity for nighttime
bathroom visits.
· When To Sleep. Again we run in to some conflicting
research. Some suggest that you should go to bed as early
as possible because our biological systems do the majority of
their recharging and recovering during the 11PM to 1AM
hours. This is not a universal view but it is held by many.

What seems to be more popular with sleep researchers is
the idea that you should only go to bed when you are
sleepy. If you don't fall asleep within 15 -20 minutes, get
up, go elsewhere and do something relaxing like read or
listen to music and try again a little later. (One researcher
indicated his subjects used jigsaw puzzles to great effect.)
· Counting Sheep. One comic suggested that it's not fair to
keep sheep jumping over a fence all night just because you
can't fall asleep. He was referring to the time tested
technique of focusing your mind on a monotonous task to
induce sleep - and it works. A technique that focuses on
physical relaxation is to slowly tense, hold and relax your
muscle groups starting with your toes, eventually working all
the way up to your scalp and back down again until you
drift off. A technique that combines both mental and bodily
relaxation is to silently and slowly count backward from 100
with each breath you exhale.
· Sleep is Serious Stuff. If the self- administered sleep
solutions I have suggested do not work for you then you
should seek professional help. If family, work or other
psychological concerns are keeping you awake please find a
psychologist, social worker or counselor who will help you
find some relief. If it seems to be a medically related issue
ask your physician for his or her input or a referral to a
sleep clinic. For some, medicine has shown to be quite
helpful but be sure to read all the warnings and be aware of
any possible side effects because these are powerful drugs.
But, whatever you do, don't let your sleep problem go
unaddressed because as Shakespeare wrote in Macbeth,
"Sleep . . . knits up the ravelled sleave of care, the balm of
hurt minds, great nature's second course and chief nourisher
in life's feast."
LifeMap is about uncovering practical solutions to issues
and challenges that can interfere with one's personal, family
or career success.
Note: Let me extend a warm welcome to some new
members of our LifeMap community: members of the Pascua
Yaqui Tribe with whom I had the pleasant opportunity to
spend some time in their Workplace Skills program last
month in Tucson, AZ.
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Someone you know job hunting or thinking about it?

To order the best, concise, all-round job changing guide
available. “Winning Job Interviews: Reduce Interview
Anxiety, Outprepare the Other Candidates, Land the Job You
Love” by Dr. Paul Powers, click the link below.
Stalled at work? Still struggling to find your true
vocation?
Or know someone who is? To order your copy of “Love Your
Job! Loving the Job You Have, Finding a Job You Love” by Dr
Paul Powers, click the link below.
http://www.drpaulpowers.com/booksarticles.html

Have Dr. Paul speak at your next meeting or
conference.
Fast-moving, practical, motivating presentations from an
acknowledged leader in the field of career and personal
success.
http://www.drpaulpowers.com/speakingschedule.html

Have an issue or question you’d like Dr. Paul to address in a future edition? Send an
email to the email address list below.
If you found this issue of LifeMap of value please forward it to 3 people who you think
will enjoy it or you may send us their email address a for a free subscription.
To ensure that LifeMap is delivered to your inbox, please add drpaul@drpaulpowers.com
to your address book or list of approved senders.
(Our privacy policy: we do not share or sell email addresses or any info with any other parties. Ever.)

Sincerely,
Dr. Paul
Email: drpaul@drpaulpowers.com
Phone: 781-237-0550
Fax: 781-237-5721
Web: http://www.drpaulpowers.com
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